SPANISH NEWS - WEEK 5
September 22nd, 2017
Hola Padres de Plato academy! / Hello Plato Academy parents!
What a busy morning we’ve had at “clases de Español” this Friday!
We started talking about Hispanic Heritage month, which is celebrated from
September 15th to October 15th. The month long U.S. celebration recognizes the
contributions of Hispanic and Latino Americans of the United States. It’s the
perfect time to pay tribute to the group’s culture and traditions, and to begin
our celebration we started by asking: “What do you think when you hear the
word Hispanic? The older kids made a list of the first things that comes to their mind when they hear the world
Hispanic or Latino. Some of them were: fiesta, México, tacos, piñata, rice and beans, salsa, tortillas,
guacamole, chile, day of the dead and Español. So much of it was related to food! 😁
We learned that Hispano refers to language, and that Hispanics are people who come from countries whose
main language is Spanish. Latino on the other hand refers to geography, specifically to Latin America. We colored
the flags from the country we got as honorary Hispanics, and we talked about the different contributions
Hispanics have brought us:
Música / Music: we talk about how Latinos are passionate about their music and the kind of instruments they
use, like maracas (sometimes called rumba shakers or tamaracas). Can we make maracas with plates or paper
bags? We are about to find out, we began by decorating them with basic colors and from them creating more
colors with the paint and make our maracas more colorful. Once our first step is completed, we will need to
figure out how to use our paper plates and paper bags to create a maraca.
Arte/ Art: we are decorating Sarapes, which is some kind of ponchos, made by Mexican and South American
artisans and they are used in the winter days to cover themselves from the cold. The kids chose watercolors, and
they also asked for regular tempera paint as well. We had to let them dry so we can decorate the other side.
We also looked at some pictures of folk art paintings and we could see that they all have one thing in common:
many colors (or rainbow colors as the kids said), and we began making our own. The choice of material this time
was foil paper.
Tradiciones/ Traditions : We talked about a very exciting festival and contest that takes place in Guatemala.
Every year, Guatemalans reunite in cemeteries to honor their dead, but they transform their sky with colorful

giant kites. We looked up a few pictures and students were mesmerized by the size of the kites. Inspired by this,
we began to color our own Papalotes/kites. Are we going to be able to make them fly?
We also talked about Piñatas, although originated in China, this is a tradition that was brought to Italy in the 13th
century by Marco Polo, then imported to Spain and consequently to America. Some of the students have never
heard about a piñata, and it’s the perfect opportunity to encourage them to make their own.
Gastronomia/ Gastronomy: we talked about the kind of food Hispanics have brought for us to enjoy, like tacos
and tamales and horchata. We then got an easy recipe for Agua de Sandia (watermelon fresh water); all in
Spanish of course. This time, instead of teaching a list of vocabulary words, I gave them the recipe for them to
first find the words they knew, then look up a few words by themselves, then figure out the full recipe. No google
translator allowed. Then, the fun part, following the steps of the recipe to make delicious Agua de Sandia and
try it. On the following weeks, we will be following recipes and each team will get to make the famous Agua
Frescas and other appetizers.
Stay connected to see the results of our projects next week. For more pictures, go to PlatoAcademy.org
Have a wonderful weekend!
Soraya Castro

